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Introduction	

• Analyzing the three classification systems used (to try) to control distribution 
of the means of destruction of society over the last 400 years

• Each classification system built to address two types of ambiguity:
• Ambiguity in how to know what items needed to be controlled
• Ambiguity in who is responsible for controls

• The inability to resolve ambiguity in one type affects the other

• Each classification system is therefore a tool for constructing both the 
material/technical and the social world
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Historical contexts of classification systems
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Structure of Analysis

1.What is the defining principle used to resolve ambiguity in the items to be 
controlled?

2.Who has responsibility for controlling the distribution of the means of 
destruction?

3.How did material/technological ambiguity come back in (or never completely 
resolve)?
• How did material/technological ambiguity constrain social order?

4.How did ambiguity in responsibility come back in (or never completely 
resolve)?
• How did social order constrain the usefulness of the technical order?
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1660 - Tonnage and Poundage Act
1909 - Declaration Concerning the Laws 
of Maritime War

An Early Sailing Ship 1850’s by Gordon Grant

Contraband

The Ratification of the Treaty of Munster, Gerard Ter Borch (1648)
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• Grotius (1625): contraband are 
goods transferred in times of war

• What counts as contraband?

• Use (war or peace?)

• Physical characteristics

“The classification of goods as contraband or not 
contraband has much perplexed text writers and 
jurists. A strictly accurate and satisfactory 
classification is perhaps impracticable; but that 
which is best supported by American and English 
decisions may be said to divide all merchandise 
into three classes. Of these classes, the first 
consists of articles manufactured and primarily and 
ordinarily used for military purposes in time of war; 
the second, of articles which may be and are used 
for purposes of war or peace, according to 
circumstances; and the third, of articles exclusively 
used for peaceful purposes. Merchandise of the 
first class, destined to a belligerent country or 
places occupied by the army or navy of a 
belligerent, is always contraband; merchandise of 
the second class is contraband only when actually 
destined to the military or naval use of a belligerent; 
while merchandise of the third class is not 
contraband at all, though liable to seizure and 
condemnation for violation of blockade or siege.”

US Supreme Court, 5 Wallace 28 ¶136 
(1866)

Contraband
What is the defining principle 
used to resolve ambiguity in 
the items to be controlled?
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The King is Sovereign

Thirty Years War
Treaties of Westphalia

Who has responsibility for 
controlling the distribution of 
the means of destruction?
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Tonnage & Poundage 
Act, 1660

“Gunpowder when the same 
doth not exceed the price of five 
pounds the Barrel.”

“Provided always, That it shall be 
free and lawful for His Majesty at 
any time, when he shall see 
cause so to do; and for such time 
as shall be therein expelled, by 
Proclamation to prohibit the 
Transporting of Gunpowder, or 
any sort of Arms or Ammunition, 
into any parts out of this 
Kingdom...”
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Material ambiguity reenters

• “Use” hard to determine

• Controls in effect only in times of 
war

• Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 
& 1907

“That the progress of science has increased the 
number of things which in certain circumstances 
are of use in war though not absolute contraband in 
the strictest sense---that the complaints of neutrals 
on account of interference with the trade in things 
of that class have consequently increased---that 
the complexity of the cargoes carried by modern 
merchantmen of large size makes the search in 
them for contraband goods difficult and 
vexatious---that further difficulties would arise if a 
ship accused of carrying contraband was allowed 
to proceed on her voyage, the alleged contraband 
being transhipped or destroyed---that the 
destination of contraband to the enemy is often 
difficult of proof, and that under the doctrine of 
continuous voyage a belligerent might almost 
entirely interrupt neutral commerce---that for all 
these reasons the principle of contraband is the 
source of great damage to trade in non-contraband 
goods, and that neutrals demand indemnities so 
large that prize courts refuse them... and that to 
abandon it would be a work of peace and justice.”

Westlake (1913, p. 288) 
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1909 Declaration 
Concerning the 
Laws of Maritime 
War

Conditional contraband list

How did material 
ambiguity come 

back in?
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1909 Declaration 
Concerning the 
Laws of Maritime 
War

Free list
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How did ambiguity in responsibility come back in?
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Strategic Goods CoCom Lists
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CoCom
Who has responsibility for 

controlling the distribution of 
the means of destruction?
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Strategic Goods

• Possible to dissociate between “us” and “them”

• Possible to control all transfers of strategic goods

• Possible to define all of the goods to be controlled

What is the defining principle 
used to resolve ambiguity in 
the items to be controlled?
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• Much more extensive (8 pages 
in 1954)

• Embargo/quantitative limits

• Alphabetical lists of 
technologies

Early CoCom Lists

First page of 1954 CoCom Lists
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Late CoCom Lists

• Size ballooned to over 100pgs

• Problems:

• antiquated numbering/
grouping system

• difficult to remove items

• shift from embargo to 
cooperation led to trade 
stresses on lists

How did technological 
ambiguity come back in?
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Computers

• Originally simple control

1954 CoCom Lists
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Computers But controls gradually became 
more complicated
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Computers 1990 CoCom List
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Computers
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How did ambiguity in responsibility come back in?
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Dual-Use Technology The Wassenaar Arrangement
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The Wassenaar 
Arrangement

Who has responsibility for 
controlling the distribution of 
the means of destruction?
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Comparison of CoCom 
and Wassenaar Lists

1991 CoCom Lists 2009 Wassenaar Lists
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Dual-Use Technology
What is the defining principle 
used to resolve ambiguity in 
the items to be controlled?
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Terrorist Technologies

Problem of monitoring flows 
rather than controlling them

How did technological 
ambiguity come back in?
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Breakdown of  basic/
applied research 
distinction

Pushing control back to the 
bench

Science 21 Feb 2003

How did ambiguity 
in responsibility 
come back in?
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Industrial/commercial developments

• “configuring the user” to be peaceful/legitimate/benevolent...

• But however much ethics are embedded in technologies, there is still 
interpretative flexibility

• example: night vision
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Review of 3 attempts at controlling means of 
destruction/destabilization

Sovereign
Classification

distinction
Causes of social 

ambiguity

causes of 
technological 

ambiguity

Contraband King war/peace
colonization, world 

wars
determining “use”,

always at war

Strategic Goods International Groups us/them fall of USSR
shift to cooperation 

with USSR

Dual-Use State, international 
harmonization

“states/entities of 
concern”

locus of production &
rise of terrorism

rise of terrorism,
pushing control back 

to the bench
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The next system?

• Resolving ambiguity in responsibility for control?

• Distributed; no longer security of the nation

• Coupling with other security issues (e.g. intellectual property)

• Resolution of technological ambiguity?

• A shift to use and intent --> need for intelligence

• Lists based on context (not one list for all), and rapidly change
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Questions?
Samuel A. Evans

samuel_evans@hks.harvard.edu
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